TOOL TEMPLATE:
INVESTOR’S DECISION FLOWER
References: Nesta Impact Investors: What we look for in an investment

Why will investor choose my innovation?

What is it for?

Complexity: Medium
Time required: 2-3 hours
Material required: pen, post-its, whiteboard

The final selection of the innovation that will be funded depends
on several factors that need to be presented in a sound and
concise manner during the negotiation phase with investors.
In order to achieve higher degree of the investor readiness
it assumes previous preparation and gaining knowledge about
investor, their goals and priorities as well as potential appetite for
risk. The decision flower can be adapted according to the type
of the investor and it will vary depending whether innovator is
applying for grant, social incubator/accelerator’s support, private
equity investor etc. The aim of this tool is to prepare arguments
that will persuade investor that our innovation has the greatest
potential for impact and public benefit.

Other: The activity is done in a group.

How to use it?
The participants are asked to provide strong and brief arguments
about the key factors that influence investors’ decision on
funding. They are encouraged to back up their statement with
concrete figures and facts such as already achieved impact
or realistic projections of the financial returns.

INVESTOR’S DECISION FLOWER

A positive effect on at
least one of the investor’s
target outcomes

A strong team committed
to achieving high social
impact and delivering
on ambitious plan
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Outcome
focused

Six factors
that impact
investors use in
order to assess the
potential of the
social innovation

Outstanding
leadership

A model capable
of growing to reach
a significant proportion
of a target market and
delivering a financial
return to Investors

Innovative

Scalable &
sustainable

Impact beyond what
exist already, through
innovation in product,
process, business model
or financial structure

Evidence-based

A credible theory of
change and commitment
to on-going evaluation
of impact

Inclusive
An accessible, inclusive
and affordable approach

